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Abstract
We introduce a registration based propagation strategy to extract temporally coherent
skeletons from the animated surfaces. We
first extract complete skeletons for the key
frames of the animated surfaces, and present a
spatio-temporal L1 -medial skeleton extraction
method to extract the initial skeletons for the
immediate frames between the key frames. As
these initial skeletons may not be complete,
we then develop a global skeleton alignment
method, which effectively warps the key skeleton to these initial skeletons sequently. By
using the geometry merging, we propagate
the geometry of the warped key skeleton to
the initial skeletons, and produce temporally
coherent skeletons for the input animated
surfaces. Our system can be applied to the
raw scanned animated object and requires only
minimal user interaction to extract complete
and temporally coherent animated skeletons.
Keywords: Animated surfaces, skeleton
extraction, skeleton alignment, bi-directional
propagation

1 Introduction
Animated skeletons extraction for animated surfaces provides an effective abstraction which
facilitates understanding and manipulation of
the freeform deformation of the moving object [1, 2]. Many skeleton extraction methods
have been developed for the static point model
(See [3] for a survey), however, so far, studies on

the animated skeletons extraction for the animated point-based surfaces are rarely reported in literatures. In this paper, we present an system to
extract the temporally coherent skeleton series
from the animated surfaces. That is, if the input
animated sequences are temporally smooth, then
each output skeleton approximates the topology
of corresponding surface frame, and the output
skeleton series are also temporally smooth.
Compared with extracting skeleton from one
static shape, to extract temporally coherent skeletons for the animated surfaces is a much
more challenging job. First, extracting skeleton for each frame independently does not work
for animated objects. It will take tremendous
amount of work, since each frame usually requires different parameter tuning to receive satisfactory result. What is worse, the results may not be temporally coherent. Second,
naive skeleton transferring (template transfer)
also may fail. As animated surfaces usually do
not hold the point-to-point correspondence among adjacent surfaces, especially for incomplete point set surfaces. Finally, the data set of
animated surfaces is usually large, thus the efficiency of skeleton series extraction is another
problem needs to be addressed.
In this paper, we introduce a registration
based propagation strategy to extract temporally
coherent skeletons from the animated surfaces.
There are several key problems need to be addressed. We first need to extract satisfactory
initial skeletons for the immediate frames. Inspired by the L1 -medial skeleton [3], we develop a spatio-temporal L1 -medial skeleton ap-

proach to extract the skeletons for the immediate frames, which effectively extract the skeleton branches of the input animated surfaces. Effective skeletons alignment is another problem
needed to be addressed. We propose a robust
skeleton alignment method incorporating adaptive TPS warping and non-rigid deformation to
warp the key skeleton to initial skeletons. Using one-way propagation strategy, the error accumulation artifacts may be introduced, we further propose a bi-directional propagation strategy to address the problem.
In summary, the main contributions of our
method include:
• Develop a spatio-temporal L1 -medial skeleton extraction method to extract the skeleton
branches from the animated surfaces.
• Present a global skeleton alignment method,
which effectively warps the key skeleton to the
initial skeletons.

2 Related work
Skeleton Extraction for Single Model: Many
curve skeleton extraction methods have been
developed for static model, please refer to [4]
for a comprehensive survey. The methods can
be roughly classified into two categories. The
first category is the curve skeleton extraction
methods developed to work on watertight surface meshes. Representative approaches include
segmentation-based method [5], surface contraction methods via mean curvature flow [6].
The other category is the methods designed to
extract the skeletons from the point set. Sharf et al. [7] extracted curve skeleton by tracing
the front of a smoothly grown blob inside a volume defined by a point cloud. Tagliasacchi et al.
[8] proposed a ROSA method to extract skeleton from incomplete point cloud. More recently,
Huang et al. [3] introduced L1 -medial skeleton
as a curve skeleton representation for 3D point
cloud data. As a state of the art method, this
algorithm can work on raw scanned data with
poor quality, as well as point cloud with complex topology.
Skeleton Extraction from surface sequences: There have several works that extract skeletons from animated mesh sequences
or sample mesh poses [9, 10, 11, 12]. These

methods [9, 10] utilized vertex correspondence
across frames and piecewise rigidity of the motion to extract the bones or skeleton from complete data. For example, James et al. [9] extracted a skeleton from a set of example poses by clustering the example poses, where the
clusters representing the rigid bones of a skeleton. Aguiar et al. [10] exploited the full motion information in the input mesh animations,
and extracted kinematic skeleton, skeletal motion parameters, and surface skinning weights from mesh animations. More recently, Le
and Deng [12] can generate the skeletal structure, joint positions, skinning weights, and bone
transformations that corresponding to the given
example poses.
Zheng et al. [11] built consensus skeletons
for the surface sequences, and used consensus
skeletons for non-rigid space-time surface registration. They first extracted a curve skeleton
for each frame independently using the algorithm [8], and unified the skeletons into a consensus skeleton. Then they applied the consensus
skeleton as constraints for aligning the point set
from each frame into a common pose, which facilitated the fine point surface registration.

3 System overview
The input of our algorithm is the animated surfaces P = {Pt }t∈T with T frames, where
Pt = {ptj }j∈Nt ⊂ R3 is the tth frame surface with Nt points, and the number of points
Nt in each surface Pt may be different. The output of our algorithm is the animated skeletons
X = {Xt }t∈T extracted from the input animated surfaces. Xt = {xt,k }k∈Mt is the point set
in tth skeleton frame, and the number of samples Mt in each skeleton Xt also may be different. Our skeletons extraction system works in the following three steps: initial skeletons
extraction, skeletons registration, and skeletons
completion. Figure 1 gives the main process of
the system.
Initial skeletons extraction: We first extract complete skeletons for the key frames of the
animated surfaces P , the key frames can be uniformly sampled from P , or can be specified
by the user. Then we develop a spatio-temporal
L1 -medial skeleton extraction approach to ex-
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Figure 1: Skeleton geometry propagation. (a) Key skeleton and target skeleton, (b) samples corresponding, (c) local TPS warping, (c) global TPS warping, (d) non-rigid deformation and
merging.
tract the initial skeletons X ∗ = {Xt∗ }t∈T for the
immediate frames between the key frames, the
initial skeletons may be incomplete.
Skeletons registration: With the complete
skeleton Xt of the key frame Pt , we build
a skeleton non-rigid registration system which
∗ . We apply
warps Xt to its next skeleton Xt+1
two-step alignment approach to perform registration: the TPS warping builds a rough registration, and then non-rigid deformation makes
fine registration.
Skeletons merging: With the registration results, we merge the two skeletons into one,
∗
and complete Xt+1
to get a completed skeleton
Xt+1 . We also utilize the re-link and smooth
operators to make the completed skeleton more
accurate and smooth.
∗
Using the same strategy, we repair Xt+2
using the complete skeleton Xt+1 . With this registration based propagation strategy, we can complete the initial skeleton series until we reach the
next key frame.

4 Initial skeletons extraction
Huang et al. [3] introduced the effective L1 medial skeleton as a curve skeleton representation for 3D point cloud data. This method can
work well on scanned raw point cloud. We apply the method [3] to extract the skeletons for
the key frames. Inspired by [3], we propose
a spatio-temporal L1 -median method to extract
the skeletons of the animated surfaces.

Given one static model with unorganized
point set Q = {qj }j∈J ⊂ R3 , the L1 -medial
skeleton [3] of this point set can be achieved
by optimizing a set of projected point X =
{xi }x∈I :
XX
arg min
kxi − qj kθ(kxi − qj k)+
X

i∈I j∈J

X
i∈I

γi

X θ(kxi − xi0 k)
σi kxi − xi0 k
0

(1)

i ∈I\{i}

where the first term is a localized L1 median of
Q, the second term regularizes the local point
distribution of X, I indexes the set of projected
points X, and J indexes the set of input points
2
2
Q. The weight function θ(r) = e−r /(h/2) is a
fast decaying smooth function with support radius h. Parameter σi is used to detect the formation of the skeleton branches.
With appropriate parameters tuning, this
method [3] can produce complete curve skeleton for the static model. However, to extract
the animated skeletons from the animated surfaces, setting uniform parameter for all frames
cannot receive satisfactory results. It is timeconsuming to set optimal parameters for each
frame independently and perform each frame independently, furthermore, this will also introduces temporal incoherence artifacts. To alleviate this problem, we propose a spatio-temporal
L1 -median method to extract the initial skeleton
series from the animated surfaces. For the input animated surfaces P = {Pt }, the key idea to
define spatio-temporal L1 -median is to estimate

Figure 2: Top row, the skeletons extraction results only using the point set of the
current frame. Bottom row, skeletons extraction results using point set of
both the current and adjacent frames.
the projected point xi for the current sth frame
involving not only the points from the current
frames but also from the neighboring frames. To
this end, we want points from distant frames to
contribute less to the point xi , and introduce the
2
temporal distance factor ψt = √12π e−(t−s) /2
which weighs the contribution of the frame t. In
addition, we introduce the frame similarity fac2
tor φt = √12π e−Dts /2σ which weighs the similarity between the two frames, where Dts measures the similarity between frame Ps and frame
Pt and is computed using ICP method.
We apply the directionality degree of xi within a local spatio-temporal neighborhood to detect the formation of skeleton branches, different from [3], we define wi = ω1 σi +ω2 σ̄i , where
σi is computed adopting the classical weighted
PCA defined on the local neighborhood of xi in
the projected point X = {xi }x∈I , while σ̄i is
defined on the spatio-temporal neighborhood Ni
of xi in P , ω1 and ω2 are the weights. In our experiments, we set ω1 = ω2 = 0.5.
We come to the following energy function:
XX
X
arg min
ψt φt
kxi −ptj kθ(kxi −ptj k)
X

i∈I t∈T

+

X
i∈I

j∈Ni

X θ(kxi − xi0 k)
γi
wi kxi − xi0 k
0

(2)

i ∈I\{i}

where X = {xi }i∈I are an optimal set of projected points on frame Ps , Pt = {pij }j∈Nt is t th
frame, and {γi }i∈I are the balancing constants
among X. Similar to [3], by setting the gradient
of the energy function (2) to zero, and applying
a fixed point iteration scheme, we can produce a

set of points X = {xi }i∈I , which forms a initial
skeleton of sth frame.
As illustrated in Figure 2, the top row is the
results we process the immediate frames independently using [3] and set uniform parameters. The bottom row is the results of our method
which incorporates the neighboring frames for
skeleton extraction, and our method also apply
uniform parameters for all frames. The results
show that our method can get more temporally
coherent skeleton branches.
Note that using uniform parameters, to process complex models, for both L1 -medial skeleton [3] and our method, only some of the projected points represent the branches of skeleton.
To receive complete skeletons, both methods require further iterative contraction with adaptive
neighborhood setting, and need to select bridge
points to connect the generated skeleton branches. While this is a tedious task for both [3] and
our method, especially for processing animated
surfaces. Thus, we only first extract the important skeleton branches for each frame, and then
repair these skeletons using the following registration based propagation strategy.

5 Skeleton completion using
shape propagation
To complete the initial immediate skeletons
and receive final temporally coherent animated
skeletons, we present an alternative strategy to
address this problem, that is, we propagate the
geometry of the key skeleton to the immediate skeletons by skeleton warping. Many shape
alignment algorithms exist (refer to [11] for a
survey). However, we find that these methods do not work well for skeletons alignment. In
this paper, we develop a new skeleton alignment
system to complete the initial skeletons.
There are three steps to complete the skeletons. Firstly, we warp the key skeleton to the
target skeleton using the TPS warping, which
generates a rough alignment. Then we develop
a new non-rigid registration algorithm to make a
fine alignment for the two corresponding skeletons. Finally, we merge these two skeletons and
produce a complete skeleton.

5.1 Samples correspondence
Before warping the key skeleton to the target
skeleton, we build the point correspondence between these two skeletons. To build the correspondence, for each point xi in the key skeleton,
let its previous point be xi−1 and subsequent point be xi+1 , we estimate the normal of vi
as:
(xi+1 − xi ) + (xi − xi−1 )
→
−
ni =
2

(3)

−
we build a plane locate at xi with normal →
ni .
For point xi , we find its corresponding point in
target skeleton (incomplete skeleton), and this
point is nearest to this plane. Note that one point
in target skeleton may have several corresponding point on the key skeleton. In this case, we
ensure that one target point have only one corresponding point, thus, we remain the nearest one.
Using the point pairs information, we detect
the corresponding branches in these two skeletons. If branch A in key skeleton has K >
T hreshold (T hreshold = 4 in our experiments) corresponding point pairs on branch B
in target skeleton, we consider that branch A and
branch B are corresponding branches. With the
corresponding branch pairs, we can re-estimate
the point correspondence in each branch pair
and receive more accurate corresponding point
pairs.
As shown in Figure 1(b), the red skeleton
is key skeleton, and green skeleton is target
skeleton, the black line links the corresponding
points. The results show that our method gets
satisfactory point correspondences.

5.2 Initial alignment using TPS warping
With the branch correspondences between key
skeleton and target skeleton, we then warp these
two skeletons using Thin-Plate Splines (TPS)
[13]. We take one two-step strategy to perform TPS warping. We first warp each branch in
the key skeleton to corresponding target branch
in a local strategy, and keep other branches in
key skeleton with less affected. Then, we warp
all branches of the key skeleton to corresponding branches in target skeleton using global TPS warping, which makes better global skeleton
alignment.

The local TPS warping works as follows. For
each branch pair, we select all the corresponding
points, and randomly select T hre corresponding points from the other corresponding branch
pairs, generally T hre = 4. If using only the corresponding points in one branch pairs, it will destroy whole corresponding structure and shape
of skeletons, though this branch pair with have
good alignment results. Thus, we apply TPS to
map the selected points in key skeleton to its corresponding points in target skeleton, then
TPS defines a global warping but stresses on
the selected branch pair. For each corresponding branch pair, we perform this procedure, the
corresponding branch pair receives initial alignment, as shown in Figure 1(c).
After local TPS alignment, each corresponding branch pair have good alignment. In order
to get globally optimal for the whole skeleton
pair. With the local TPS alignment results, we
re-computed the corresponding points between
key skeleton and target skeleton. Then, based
on all of corresponding points of two skeletons,
we apply TPS to map and warp corresponding
points from key skeleton to their corresponding
points in the target skeleton, and achieve a global alignment results. The global TPS alignment
result are shown in figure 1(d), and the corresponding branches are better aligned.

5.3 Fine alignment using non-rigid
deformation
After TPS warping, we can get fine correspondences to accurately align the fine-scale skeleton
details. In order to build better registration, inspired by the embedded deformation framework
[14] used in shape manipulation, we apply nonrigid deformation to further adapt key skeleton
to target skeleton.
We apply deformation graph to compute a
warping field for underlying skeleton space. The
nodes {xi } is the points in key skeleton which
have corresponding points in target skeleton.
We set each node xi of the graph a deformation
influence within a region of radius r. For each node xi , we specify a 3 × 3 matrix Ai and a 3 × 1
translation vector bi to represent a local deformation such as an affine transformation. When
we map the point vj to the target point, we define a regularization term to ensure smoothness

of the deformation. We adopt the formulation of
[15] using geodesic distance weights to handle
non-uniformly graph nodes:
XX
Esmooth =
w̄(xi , xj , rij )
xi

xj

kAi (xj − xi ) + xi + bi − (xj + bj )k22 (4)
d2 (x ,x )

where w̄(xi , xj , rij ) = max(0, (1 − ri2 j )3 )
with the distance d(xi , xj ) between xi and xj .
During non-rigid registration we need compute the unknown transformations (Ai , bi ). To
make a 3 × 3 matrix Ai represent a rotation,
it must satisfy six conditions: each of its three
columns must be unit length, and all columns must be orthogonal to one another [16]. By
maximizing local rigidity for all the deformed nodes, a feature preserving deformation field can
be obtained:
X
Erigid =
((aT1 a2 )2 +(aT1 a3 )2 +(aT2 a3 )2 +
(1 −

xi
T
2
a1 a1 ) +

(1 − aT2 a2 )2 + (1 − aT3 a3 )2 )
(5)

where a1 , a2 , a3 are column vectors of Ai .
Node xi is extracted from key skeleton, when
xi is close to its corresponding point x0i in target skeleton, it means two skeletons fit well. We
enforce these constraints using a penalty formulation:
X
Ef it =
k xei − x0i k22
(6)
(xei ,x0i )∈C

where xei is node point after deformation, x0i is
its corresponding point in target skeleton, C is a
union which contain corresponding points.
Skeleton points are sparse and need to keep
its shape relatively. To obtain this effect, we use
another penalty formulation:
X
Eshape =
(k xi −xj k22 − k xei −xej k22 )2
(xi ,xj )∈L

(7)
xi is point from key skeleton, xei is the position
after deformation, L is a union which contain
neighboring two skeleton points in key skeleton.
Now we minimize the following energy function:
Etot = αsh Eshape +αf Ef it +αs Esmooth +αr Erigid
(8)

We initialize the weight αsh = 1, αf = 1,
αs = 10, αr = 100. We apply iterative GaussNewton algorithm to solve the unconstrained
nonlinear least-squares problem. To avoid local minima in the non-linear optimization, we
use the effective technique proposed by [17] that
progressively relaxes the regularization terms of
the model. After global alignment, two skeletons align well, as illustrated Figure 1(e).

5.4 Skeletons merging
After fine alignment, two skeletons are closer, we merge them to produce a new skeleton.
Though the branches of key skeleton are aligned
well with their corresponding branches, gaps
still exist in some corresponding branches. Especially when there are branches in key skeleton which can not find corresponding branches
in the target skeleton, skeletons merging is necessary.
We can compute the middle position of corresponding branches, that is, setting new value mi
for the merged branch point as the average of
corresponding points in corresponding branches. This method will fail, since not every point in
key skeleton has correspondence, naive branches averaging will result in unnatural results, as
illustrated in Figure 3. Instead, as middle branch
position should be affected by geometric configuration of both the corresponding branch and
corresponding point, we optimize the desirable
position by attempting to preserve their relative
distances.
Let f 1 and f 2 denote key skeleton branch and
its corresponding target skeleton branch. fib and
fjb are neighboring points from branch b. To estimate optimal mi we extend the method of [18]
and form an error metric for each point pair:
ξij =

X
((|mi − mj | − |fib − fjb |)2 +
b

−→
−
→−
b b
m−i−
m
j fi fj
2
(1 −
−−→ ) ), (9)
−
−
−
→
b
b
|mi mj ||fi fj |

where b = 1, 2. Compared with [18], this function adds restriction term on branch direction,
which can get better result, even with branch
pairs missing (Figure4). This energy function is
the sum of all pairwise functions. We initialize

5.5 Bi-directional propagation

Figure 3: Skeletons merging. Left: Skeletons
merging using naive averaging. Right:
results of our method. Black points
and red points are branch points from
different skeletons. The same index means that they are corresponding points, and the point that does not
have index indicates that it has no corresponding point. The yellow lines are
the merged results.

Figure 4: Skeleton merging. Left: The result
before merging. Right: Result after merging, the black points are the
merged point.

each mi to be the average of all corresponding
points, then move one estimated point each time
using gradient descent method to minimize it.
The merged skeleton needs some postprogress. When we transfer the geometry of
the key skeleton to the target skeleton using the
above method, the completed branches of the
target skeleton may not be connected completely. In this situation, we need to re-link the neighboring branches of the target skeleton based on
the connectivity of the key skeleton. Finally, to
eliminate the noise existing on the completed
target skeleton, we apply Laplacian smoothing
to smooth target skeleton and receive the final
smooth results.

So far we have presented a forward propagation work flow, that is, we propagate the geometry of the key skeleton to the subsequent immediate skeletons. The skeleton completion results generated by the forward propagation system may contain errors. The error will
accumulate if a simple frame-by-frame propagation is adopted, especially for processing animated surfaces with large deformation, feature
splitting and merging (animated objects often
present topology changes), or animated surfaces
with long sequences. We present a bi-directional
propagation strategy to address this problem.
Let Pk1 and Pk2 be two key frames on the animated surfaces, we assume Pk1 comes before
Pk2 in the time order. To perform bi-directional
propagation strategy for skeleton completion,
we carry out two individual propagation processes: a forward completion propagation from
Pk1 to Pk2 , and a backward propagation from
Pk2 to Pk1 . For an intermediate frame Pt , let
Stk1→k2 and Stk2→k1 be the completed skeleton
of Pt computed in the forward and backward
completion propagation, respectively. The final
skeleton St of Pt is the merging result of Stk1→k2
and Stk2→k1 , which can be computed using the
skeletons merging operator in section 5.4.
Figure 5 shows animated skeletons extraction
results on animated surfaces consisting of 300
frames. In this example, we extract the animated skeletons for the disappearing and reappearing features using the presented Bi-directional
propagation system, and achieve desired results.

6 Experimental results and
discussion
In this section, we present experimental results
generated using the presented method, and provide skeleton extraction results for both clean
point based animated surfaces and scanned animated surfaces with noise and missing regions. The limitations of the presented approach are
also given. Our approach is implemented using
C++ on a PC equipped with Pentium(R) DualCore CPU E5200@2:50GHz with 2GB RAM.
The time-consumption of our system is spent mainly in the following two steps. The first

one is the initial skeletons computing, for the
animated surfaces with average 25,000 points
on each frame, it takes about 50 seconds for
computing the initial skeleton for each frame.
The other one is skeleton registration, for each
frame, it takes about 10 seconds to build the
skeleton registration, and takes about 3 second
for skeletons merging.
In Figure 5, we extract the animated skeletons from Horse to Elephant morphing sequences.
We can see that the input animated surfaces have
large deformation, and the features like ivories
appears gradually. In this example, there are
200 frames in the input surfaces, and there average 20,000 points on each frame. In our experiments, if we specify 5 key frames uniformly
on the surfaces, our system can extracts the temporally coherent skeletons from the input surfaces without using bi-directional propagation
techniques. If we only specify 2 key frames, we
need to resort to bi-directional propagation techniques to receive satisfactory results.
In Figure 6, we extract the animated skeletons
from scanned animated surfaces with noise and
missing regions. There are 300 frames in the input surfaces, and there are average 30,000 points
on each frame. The results illustrate that our
method can extract temporally coherent skeletons from scanned noisy and incomplete animated surfaces.
In Figure 7, we show more animated skeletons extraction results. We present three clips of animated surfaces. All these clips have
large deformation. From top to down, there
are 200\200\150\ frames in clips, and average
20, 000\20, 000\15, 000 points on each frame.
In these examples, we usually specify one key
frame from 30 frames.
Limitations: Using the uniform parameters,
although our spatio-temporal L1 -medial skeletons extraction method can receive much better results than processing each frame independently using L1 -medial skeleton, we still cannot
receive complete skeletons, as shown in Figure
3. Thus, we resort to the proposed registration
based propagation strategy to extract complete
skeletons. The other limitation is that although
our registration based propagation can extract temporally coherent skeletons for most input
animated surfaces, for input surfaces with large
deformation, the flickering artifacts cannot be e-

liminated completely.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an geometry
propagation based animated skeletons extraction system for the animated surfaces. Our
system can be applied to the raw scanned
dynamic geometry data with significant noise,
outliers, and even with large areas of missing
data. Although we inherit the limitations discussed in Section 6, we believe our method has
the potential to benefit the skeleton extraction
research of animated surfaces. In the future, we
will apply the proposed method to the geometry
reconstruction and editing of time-varying
surfaces [19, 20, 21].
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